28. It will never be necessary to set the system time to any value other than the correct local time.
-Noah Sussman, Falsehoods Programmers
Believe About Time and More Falsehoods Programmers Believe about Time I started dancing at 5, and writing code at 7, but it was only when I was finishing my career as a ballet dancer at 23 that I made my first short film. Six years later, movement, media, and code had become a tangled braid at the centre of my creative practice, and all three disciplines came into play when I worked with a team to make my first full-length piece. Over many choreographic workshops, I'd become practised at making short dances, and had stretched to a few one-act works scraping the twenty-minute mark. But I found myself blocked with longer, full-evening works. I couldn't figure out how to scale up.
In software design, scaling up is actually about breaking things down, into smaller independent modules that interact in specif ic ways. I'd informally studied playwriting and screenwriting, and could see the analogy to breaking a story, but it took two revelations before I understood how to do this with movement-based work.
One revelation came slowly. As a student and performer, I watched James Kudelka and Crystal Pite in rehearsal, building dances that unfolded with an undeniable internal logic-a sense that one thing happened after another, for a reason-with or without a literary, capital-N Narrative. I could see the way they created and manipulated tension and character. But it was a nov elist, Ursula K. Le Guin, who gave me the key: " [T] he proper, fitting shape of the novel might be that of a sack, a bag. . . . A novel is a medicine bundle, holding things in a particular, power ful relation to one another and to us" (166). Scenes, characters, music, locations, movements: every element is a node, and the way they're situated in relation to each other conjures an experi ence for an audience.
The second revelation came in a flash, after I saw Sleep No More. I left that show with my mind fizzing with the possibilities of promenade-style dance theatre; it took a few months for the elements of my specific vision to become clear. Sleep No More was the immersive-theatre equivalent of a summer blockbuster, with a huge budget and cast. So, what could the indie-scale ver sion look like? I decided to turn the format of Sleep No More in side out: Instead of confining the action in a closed environment, set-dressed to within an inch of its life, I would find interesting locations and routes in the common spaces of the city, and fit a work into the interstices.
I wanted to find a way around a catch-22 of site-specific the atre: When it's good, it interacts deeply with its site, but then it depends so heavily on that site that it's difficult to tour or restage. So I looked for what a physicist might call invariants: common elements of urban design that had enough specific character for a scene to take root-features like fire stairwells, concrete road bar riers, graffitied alley walls, rooftops, and park benches.
Movement, media, and code

Body talk
After leaving the National Ballet, I trained intensively in parkour. Parkour shares some of its culture with skateboarding, such as the temporary, non-exclusive use of urban spaces without permission or approval. Traceurs move around like grazing animals, leaving a location when its possibilities are exhausted or when security shows up. After some successful experiments with dancer Cath erine Larocque, I adopted this rhythm for Jacqueries and decided on a chief constraint: The team would slip our show in between other uses of our locations, a sort of spatial multiplexing, ducking the need for exclusive access.
Parkour's improvised routes suggested another useful concept (from biology, this time): the transect. Rather than follow the nat ural contours of an urban landscape (walking down a street's side walk or a mall's main axis), I found it was much more interesting to traverse different spaces obliquely. The transitions-from street, to retail, to service corridor, to alley, to hotel-create energy and momentum much as a cut does in film, and at the same time build an overall effect like a long single take. I would need a locale with a dense, folded quality, with many uses (and users) butting up against and wrapped around each other.
But if parkour would provide the large-scale movement and the travelling transitions, I was missing a seed for smaller-scale choreography-not so much to tell a story, as in classical ballet mime, but to fill in characterization: to provide the rhythm and texture of dialogue, salted with intelligible, evocative images.
I remembered a small bit of worldbuilding from William Gibson's Neuromancer: "Molly's fingers moved in the shadow of her jacket, a flicker of jive. The Finn watched, then nodded. 'Yeah,' he said, 'I know who that is'" (73). Gibson's vision of 'jive'-a creole of the streets evolved over time from sign language, used to circumvent surveillance-provided a seed. The performers and I started by recognizing that contemporary American Sign Language (ASL) is a language of its own, and this process would not provide us with the resources to learn it, let alone attempt to perform in it. We used literal word-for-word transcription to find resonant physical images and to create back-and-forth sequences with the rhythm of tense dialogue. (Since 2013, I've had the op portunity to work more closely with Deaf and hard-of-hearing artists and audiences, and I would approach the idea of integrating ASL in choreography differently now.)
We got computers
In 2010, I made a music video that relied on coordinating dancers in a precise but individualized way, by giving each performer head phones and an iPod touch running a mini-app I'd built in Pure Data. It worked just well enough to open up a tempting vision: Could mobile devices serve all the technical needs of a theatrical work? Could synchronized sound, lighting, video, and comms be wrapped into an app and carried in the pockets of the audience, performers, and crew? In the nineteenth century, military strate gists had foreseen the advantage of mobility over fortification-"Build no more fortresses, build railways," advised Helmuth von Moltke the Elder (qtd. In Tuchman 95)-and in a city full of ex pensive, hard-to-access performance spaces, it seemed that mobile technology might have the same revolutionary potential.
I only had time to work on this idea in between other jobs. Biking silently through the city at night, I started to tune into a feeling of the secret city: a divergent, conspiratorial reality bleed ing in, like a Philip K. Dick book about John Le Carré characters. My headphones thrumming with the Talking Heads' Life during Wartime, I began to envision a heist narrative, performers and au dience members as small operational cells, slipping through back alleys and across rooftops-all wearing headphones.
I began to envision a heist narrative, performers and audience members as small operational cells, slipping through back alleys and across rooftops-all wearing headphones.
On headphones
In 2018, when our attention is a major commodity, wearing head phones is a social cue. In the workplace or on the subway, it means "leave me alone." This social convention evolved from the practical use of headphones to block out distractions and reduce harassment. 
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A core feature of a theatre space is its insulation from the outside world. Headphones allow a very similar insulating, im mersing effect. The Jacqueries team got empirical confirmation of this. Once, some rowdy drunk folks set up camp at one of our per formance locations-right in the audience's sightline-and spent the show trying to grab their attention. It turns out they failed: None of our audience members remembered seeing them. The headphones had effectively blurred out visual material that wasn't aligned with John Gzowski's suspenseful score.
On our Miami tour, our presenter ran short of iOS devic es and headphones, and organized one audience group around a portable speaker instead. A reviewer noted that she found the show "deliciously, engagingly unnerving" but noted that "folks who didn't get [headphones] . . . had a very different experience than I did-less dramatic and engaged, more absurd-'isn't this kind of silly, running around watching people play make believe spy games'" (Levin).
Augmented reality
Early on in conception, I knew I wanted to explore augmented reality (AR)-the real-time compositing of computer-generated imagery within a real space (a.k.a. 'you look through the camera of your phone and see things that aren't really there,' later popu larized by the game Pokémon Go. Having done a fair amount of video projection design in theatres, I thought AR might replace projection in a roaming, site-specific work.
Developing the heist theme, performer Luke Garwood and I got inspired by movies like Hackers, which face the challenge of making drama out of someone sitting at a keyboard for eighteen hours. We built a solo based on different types of user interfaces, like timelines, nodes, and the command line. I worked with a ser ies of motion-graphics designers to annotate his movement. In the first run of the show, Luke carried his own 'marker image': a protest sign used by the app to extrapolate how to place the AR imagery. For the second run, we used a series of graffiti-covered walls, which opened up new options for the scene's narrative: He could interact with animated versions of the graffiti pieces.
Getting around in the secret city
One of the first questions I had to answer was whether a guerrillastyle creation process was possible in the sort of urban locations I was dreaming of, without permission or permits. I'd come across a fascinating article from the CIA's international journal which claimed that "in a large hotel, especially if it is full to capacity, one can get away with almost anything for about 24 hours" (La grone). Catherine Larocque, Christianne Ullmark, and I pushed it to a week working underground at the Delta Chelsea in Toronto, where I'd scouted a little-used hallway and set of stairs in between the hotel and its parking garage. We set up individual departure routes and a rendezvous point, kept our bags ready, and, when the rare pedestrian approached, scattered accordingly.
It was a nerve-racking place to work. The hallway was one floor down from the hotel's service level, with no intervening doors. That meant that every clatter from the dish pit, and every hotel worker heading down from the lobby, complaining about their manager, reverberated down to us, putting us on alert as we waited to see whether we could resume. It also meant any noise we made would spill upwards, alerting staff. I had always loved stealth games like Thief and Metal Gear Solid, but it was a lot more stress ful in the real world. But we got good work done. The scene, in which Catherine surreptitiously drugged Christianne and as sumed her identity, started echoing its setting: As Christianne des cended into unconsciousness, the audience would descend deeper into the structure.
On our penultimate day on location, I was mirroring a move ment phrase where Christianne rose off the floor and flung an arm upwards. She's a foot shorter than me, though, and my forearm knocked the ceiling-mounted fluorescent tube out of its fixture. I have a literal flashbulb memory of the tube, flickering in midair at an angle, strobing the hallway as the current died down. Then came the loudest shattering sound I can remember. We stared at each other, wordlessly grabbed our bags, and made for the exits. Later that day, we went back in with gloves, brooms, and dustpans.
Conway's law and the heist form
That moment was an example of an unexpected resonance be tween process and product. The process of staging the workscouting and mapping locations, working out timing, planning for contingencies-was, in itself, basically a heist. This shouldn't have been surprising: Conway's law says that "any organization that designs a system . . . will inevitably produce a design whose structure is a copy of the organization's communication structure" (Conway) . To give our audience the experience of a heist, we our selves had to pull off a meta-heist.
My first visit to Miami was in 2014, and I worked in Wych wood. The building-sized graffiti murals and industrial-bohemian vibe seemed like a perfect fit for Jacqueries. Alas, when we returned in 2015, our presenting festival had moved its nexus to the tour isty and heavily policed South Beach. Our indomitable stage man ager, Laura Cournoyea, put in long hours exploring locations and building a timeline, while I desperately scouted for graffiti. I was doubly hampered: Property owners in the historic neighbourhood Jacqueries: Mind Games, Street Action, and the Art of the Heist | FEATURES were fanatical in removing tags and pieces, and Miami's short twilight and early nightfall were challenging for the augmented reality, which requires favourable and consistent lighting.
While keeping in mind George Balanchine's warning of the limited expositional powers of dance-" [t] here are no sisters-in-law in ballet" (qtd. in Taper 251)-I was determined to create duets and ensemble scenes driven by character conflict and dramatic momentum. My casting was the real reason this worked, as almost all of my performers had choreographic experience. The core cast (Mateo Galindo Torres, Luke Garwood, Catherine Larocque, Léa Lavoie-Gauthier, and Anisa Tejpar) all had the ability to rehearse independently, participate actively in developing the choreography, devise interesting routes and transitions, and create smaller moments of stage business. Their work as co-creators was absolutely key to the show's success.
It was a reminder of what should have been obvious: Exploring urban interstices is a privilege not granted equally to all.
Same room, different colour: invariant architecture used for the same duet across three locations. Performers: Anisa Tejpar, Mateo Galindo Torres, and Rudi Goblen. Photos by Vish Hansa and Jacob Niedzwiecki, instagram.com/ vish.hansa/ Eventually, I found a single wall mural with enough lighting for the AR to work after dark. Unfortunately, the mural itself was less than ideal-our AR framework had trouble reliably recognizing the pastel-heavy, low-contrast work. I grabbed a roll of gaff tape and started adding thin outlines to the graphic elements, to increase the contrast without damaging the wall or (much) affecting the artist's conception. It worked perfectly.
The day before our first show, I discovered that someone had removed all the tape. I waited until 1 a.m. and went out to the alleyway to restore it. Unfortunately, 1 a.m. is not the middle of the night in South Beach but barely the beginning, and I had to frequently fade into the shadows while partiers passed by or relieved themselves. Around 4 a.m., my luck ran out-the bouncer for the bar that occupied the building caught me putting on the final touches. He put me in a submission hold while I frantically tried to explain what I was doing. After a chat with the night manager and many apologies, I was let go. The next day, performer and assistant producer Anisa Tejpar talked to the bar's manager and got them on board. It's easier to beg for forgiveness than ask for permission, but sometimes you wind up with a sore shoulder-if you're lucky (and if you're white).
It was a reminder of what should have been obvious: Exploring urban interstices is a privilege not granted equally to all. I hadn't tuned into this until I started bringing the cast, and then an audience, along with me. One cast member asked if we could double her with a male cast member for a particular walk between locations, to preclude harassment. During another show, I passed a basketball court with a pickup game going on. Ten minutes later, a group of audience and a performer travelled the same route, but the game had been broken up by the now-disbanded Anti-Violence Intervention Squad of the Toronto Police-a unit that was central in the practice of 'carding,' or racialized ID checks. The players were cuffed, with their faces pressed into the chain-link fence surrounding the court. I thought for years that I was good at talking my way out of trouble when caught somewhere I shouldn't be; I hadn't realized how much of the talking my skin colour and gender were doing for me. (Of course, there are intersections to consider: for me, as a gay man, 'wandering through secluded urban locations looking for an interesting scene' is a format with a familiar combination of excitement and fear.)
Dramaturgy
Improv comedy legends Mike Nichols and Elaine May recount that "we figured out over a long time that there only were three kinds of scenes in the world-fights, seductions, and negotiations" (Kashner) . I eagerly adopted their taxonomy for Jacqueries.
Asymmetry
In game theory, different games can be placed along a spectrum of 'information symmetry.' On one end, you have a game like chess, where both players have the same information about the state of the game; on the other end would be something like stud poker, where each player can only see the contents of their own hand. This idea seems useful in the post-proscenium era. In a proscenium theatre, the whole creative team is working to bring everyone in the house the same experience of the show-the same information. Set designers consider sightlines, directors consider volume and diction, and choreographers consider floor-level and fifth-ring perspectives. they were only seeing half the show's scenes? How much freedom or choice would the audience have? These are central questions in the making of video games and ludic works.
We decided to limit audience choice: to keep them 'on rails,' in game terms, meaning that their path through the show would be set from the start. (We didn't tell them this, though: We wanted it to feel unpredictable, like a sandbox video game.) We decided a given audience member should see at least two thirds of the material of the show-seeing enough to feel satisfied, but missing enough that the world of the show felt bigger for it.
To achieve that two-thirds ratio in live performance, we would need performers to repeat scenes for different audience groups. Despite Sleep No More's heavy use of looping, I was uneasy. Directing dance for the screen had shown me the difference between a dancer on their first take, their third take, and their fifteenth; dancing with a company had shown me the decline in energy over an eight-show week, and the risks of overworking a performer.
We found a way to use video to reduce the need for looping. While audience groups followed characters between locations, we used their devices to play them pre-filmed versions of scenes which their group would not see live. This dramatically increased the choreographic density and narrative pace of the work. It also allowed us to run the show twice in an evening without exhausting the performers, which gave us enough audience capacity to break even.
Asymmetry can make the world of the show feel much larger than it really is.
Luke Garwood and members of the audience. Photo by Vish Hansa, instagram.com/vish.hansa/ As soon as one decides to step away from this ideal, to allow an asymmetrical audience experience, a whole different set of choices is presented-along with new risks. I worried about character and narrative: How could we establish characters that could develop during a duet, when half the audience had never even met one of them? How could an audience track the narrative when
Working asymmetrically is about balancing all these choices, and giving some of them to the audience: Do they want to follow a track that moves vigorously, or one that's more sedate? Would they rather watch a performer travel in character through interesting spaces, or watch a 'meanwhile, elsewhere' scene on their screen?
Asymmetry can make the world of the show feel much larg er than it really is. It creates excited post-show conversations as audience members compare their experiences. It also opens up a video game-like idea of 'replayability.' Every time we ran the show, about 15 per cent of the audience would come a second time so they could follow a different track. As we composed the show, I felt like a film director shooting sides of a scene, which our Mi ami reviewer picked up on: "At one point on Saturday I saw [one character] slipping in through a window of the Carlton, and knew she'd be answering the door for [another character] inside-which is where I'd been on Friday, waiting breathlessly to see who an swered his urgent knock on the door" (Levin).
#LessonsLearned
The Jacqueries team overcame many challenges: App Store rejec tions, broken key cards, cyberattacks and server outages, bad WiFi, zombie objects, flash floods . . . but we found a few ways to do better at this kind of show:
1. Degrade gracefully. A broken escalator becomes a set of stairs.
A broken elevator becomes a useless tiny room. Risky, innov ative shows need to be like escalators-no matter what, an audience should be able to experience the core material. Build multi-layered contingency plans, and dedicate rehearsal time to drilling those plans. 2. Manage your own devices. Asking ticket holders to download an app for a show is one of those tempting ideas that turns out to have a million painful edge cases. Can your venue WiFi handle 100 simultaneous downloads? Does your app work with a busted screen? Are you willing to deny access to your show to those without a smartphone? The main problem is that it reduces your ability to make changes to the show. Keep ing software up-to-date for users is a much-studied problem in software development. The current best practices are con tinuous integration and software-as-a-service, both of which can be challenging for media-rich mobile apps. So, if it's your first run, or especially if you're on tour, rent or buy devices. 3. Find the right people, places, and partners. Stage management is different in dance than in theatre, and stage-managing Jac queries (a hybrid of both forms, which had simultaneous syn chronized action across up to 400 acres and depended on thirty iOS devices) was a unique challenge. Sharon DiGenova, Laura Cournoyea, and Gloria Tran brought skill, smarts, and safety to the project. Not all of our rehearsal was guerrilla-style; we were privileged to have access to rehearsal space at the National Ballet School and the National Ballet of Canada. Ryerson University's Karen Duplisea allowed us to present an early version of the piece across public areas of the campus, and the SummerWorks festival brought us an adventurous, committed audience. 4. Survey first, decide later. Every edition of Jacqueries involves a location-scouting process, and the best approach turned out to be 'survey first, decide later': Within a general locale selected for performance, split up, explore non-linearly, and document every instance of a potentially useful location on a shared online map. Then, it's easy to try different options, without wearing out as much shoe leather. It also means if a location becomes unavailable, you've got backups already scouted and ready to slot in. 5. Measure space, not time. Our first run involved endless walk ing around with stopwatches, timing how long it took us to get between locations. For the second run, when we did a zone survey, we switched to estimating travel times based on dis tance (measured on our shared map) multiplied by an average walking speed. Each performer then verified those estimates and requested any timing tweaks. We learned to avoid cross ing major streets, because they add unpredictability to timing.
What's next
Since making Jacqueries, I've collaborated on app-facilitated works with a number of theatre and dance companies, slowly de veloping a useful framework of code called Cohort (because it lets you do interesting things with groups of people). I want to get this capability into the hands of more artists, so I'm working toward an open-source release of Cohort, and you can learn more about what it can do at cohort.rocks.
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